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Overview 
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• The evolution of natural monopoly regulation in New 
Zealand 

• Natural monopoly (‘Part 4’) regulation and input 
methodologies 

• The Commission’s changing role 

• Pros and cons of being a combined agency 
 

 



Evolution of natural monopoly 
regulation in NZ 
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Natural monopoly regulation in NZ 
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Mid 1980s on: Deregulation, corporatisation, privatisation 

• Timing and extent varied across sectors 

1990s: ‘Light-handed’ regulation of natural monopolies 

• Information disclosure regulation 

• Self regulation (eg electricity governance board) 

• Reliance on competition law (particularly for access) 

2000s: Re-regulation 

• Moved to a more conventional approach 

 

 
 



Natural monopoly regulation in NZ 
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Reasons for move away from light-handed approach 

• Concern with prices charged by natural monopolies  
o Revaluation of assets 

o Gas and airports price inquiries in early 2000s 

• Time and cost of resolving access disputes through courts 
(particularly telco)  

Light-handed approach did not prove stable 

• But concerns remain about cost of regulation for small economy 

 

 
 



Example: Electricity lines industry 
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Re-regulation of electricity lines industry 

1998: vertical separation of lines from generation and retail 

• Lines businesses subject to information disclosure 

2001: thresholds regime  

• Breaches of CPI-X price path or quality standard could result in 
control investigation 

• But, concerns about lack of certainty, particularly about 
Commission’s response to breaches 

 

 

 
 



Example: Electricity lines industry 
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2009: Regulation under Part 4 of the Commerce Act 
• Information disclosure regulation for all lines businesses (only form 

of regulation for 12 small consumer-owned distribution businesses) 

• Default/customised price-quality path regulation for 17 distribution 
businesses 

• Individual price-quality path regulation for transmission company 

 



Natural monopoly regulation in NZ 
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Currently, fairly conventional regulation applies to most 
electricity lines businesses, gas pipeline businesses, telco 

Light-handed elements where monopoly concerns weaker 

• Information disclosure for airports and small consumer-owned 
electricity distribution businesses 

• No monopoly regulation of rail, ports or water 

• Self-regulation for postal services 

Tailoring of response provides coherence 
 

 

 
 



Part 4 regulation and input 
methodologies 
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Regulation of electricity, gas, airports 
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We regulate electricity lines businesses, gas pipelines and 
three major airports under Part 4 of the Commerce Act 

We do not regulate electricity and gas markets 

• Electricity Authority (eg electricity market rules, pricing 
methodologies for transmission and distribution) 

• Gas Industry Company (eg gas reconciliation) 

 



Part 4 regulation 
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Forms of regulation under Part 4 of Commerce Act 

• Information disclosure (all, including airports) 

• Price-quality paths (most electricity lines businesses, gas pipelines) 

Input methodologies are a key aspect of Part 4 regulation 

• Define rules and processes (eg how building blocks are calculated) 

• Set upfront for all forms of regulation 

 

 

 



Application of Part 4 regulation 
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Price-Quality Path Regulation 

Quality 

Building blocks 

Input Methodologies (IMs) – Rules and Processes 

Revenue (price path) 

Information Disclosure (ID) 

Non-exempt electricity distribution businesses, 

transmission, gas pipeline businesses 

Consumer owned electricity distribution 

businesses, airports 

Cost allocation  Asset valuation  Treatment of taxation 

Cost of capital  Specification of price  Amalgamations 

Incentive scheme  Reconsideration of      

Customised path    price-quality path 



Input methodologies (IMs) 
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Purpose is to promote certainty in relation to the rules, 
requirements, and processes of regulation 

We set key inputs upfront in input methodologies 

• Asset valuation, cost of capital, cost allocation, tax, processes/rules  

• Capital expenditure IM for transmission company  

Setting IMs in advance increases certainty 

• Certainty expected to increase over time 

• Predictability important for investor confidence 

 



Input methodologies 
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Input methodologies must be reviewed within 7 years 

• Five year regulatory period so IMs can apply for 10 years  

Amendments allowed during 7 year period 

• Requires notice and consultation 

• Subject to merits appeals 

Provides balance between stability and evolution 

  



IMs – cross-sector approach  
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We take a cross-sector approach 

• Same decision makers and broadly consistent input methodologies 
across sectors with some tailoring 

• Strong consumer voice in airports sector informs other sectors eg 
WACC 

• Reduces likelihood of regulatory capture 

• Operational efficiencies important for small country 

Cross-sector approach positive for stability and coherence 

 



IMs – accountability 
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We are accountable to the Court for our decisions on input 
methodologies 

• Merits appeal to the High Court 

• Heard by judge and two lay experts 

• Materially better standard 

Court’s finding in our favour in 56 out of 58 challenges (16 
appeals) in merits appeals positive for stability  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Issues with input methodologies 
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Long and costly process 

• Two year process to decide input methodologies, three years for 
court processes (with one matter under appeal) 

• Complex and detailed (our reasons papers over 1,000 pages, court 
record 50,000 pages, merits appeal decision 657 pages) 

• Regulated entities argued for “starting price” input methodology 

o Rejected by courts (JR and merits appeal) 

Worthwhile approach to provide certainty for a new regime? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Commerce Commission 
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Our role has changed over time 
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Set up in 1986 with competition and consumer roles 

Regulation added over time 

• Electricity: minor enforcement role from 1998, thresholds regime 
from 2001, Part 4 regulation from 2009 

• Telecommunications: regulation from 2001 

• Dairy: regulation from 2001 

• Gas: price control of two companies 2005, Part 4 regulation 2009 

• Airports: Part 4 regulation from 2009 

 



Structure 
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We have evolved into a combined agency 

• Competition branch (approx. 85 staff) 

• Regulation branch (approx. 60 staff) 
o Airports, dairy, gas pipelines, electricity lines, telecommunications 

• Corporate branch (approx. 40 staff) 

• Economists and lawyers separate groups but integrated into 
competition and regulation branches 

• Commissioners (6 members plus associate) 

 



Pros and cons of a combined agency 
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Combining regulatory functions 
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Strong coherence benefits from cross-sector approach to 
airports, gas pipelines and electricity lines under Part 4 

We also regulate dairy and telecommunications (not Part 4) 

• Different issues and objectives so modest coherence benefits 

• We apply a common approach where possible, e.g. cost of capital  

Operational benefits significant 

We still need to manage boundaries with other regulators 

 

 

 

 



Competition with regulation 
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Combining regulatory and competition functions provides 
some coherence benefits 

• Price control inquiry – assess competition, then regulation options 

• Staff from regulation branch with specialised knowledge are 
included in competition teams 

• Lower transaction costs in deciding whether issue is competition or 
regulatory matter 

• More consistent decisions 

• Simple for stakeholders 

 



Pros of a combined agency 
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Operational benefits are important for a small country 

• A larger organisation has more resources, more interesting work 
opportunities and can attract better people  

• Allows peaks and troughs in work to be better handled 
o Significant flexibility within regulation and competition branches 

o Some movement of staff between regulation and competition 

o Better use of skilled individuals 

• Overhead efficiencies 

Operational benefits may promote stability 
 

 



Cons of a combined agency 
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Possible disadvantages 

• Challenging for Commissioners to be across competition and 
regulatory issues 

• Peaks in work demands also present challenges for Commissioners 

• Different cultures needed for competition and regulation? 

 
 

 



Conclusions on combined agency 
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No significant cons 

Overall, a combined agency has coherence benefits  

• Modest benefits from combining competition and regulation 

• Strong benefits from combining competition and consumer 

• Strong benefits from combining regulation of different sectors 

Significant operational benefits may promote stability 



Thank you 
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